


Only a select number of realtors participate in more than $20 million in 
real estate transactions each year. It requires hard work, exceptional ability,
and a thorough understanding of our markets. The following realtors made

the grade. Take a moment to meet them in our pages.  

All information regarding transaction values and qualification to be in this special section are
the responsibility of the individual agents and have not been verified by Gentry Magazine. 
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in Social Media Marketing

www.silicon-valley-realestate.com

HADAR OPENS DOORS 
ALL OVER SILICON VALLEY

What door will she open for you?



■ I NEVER LEAVE HOME WITHOUT
Snacks. But I don’t mean chips or candy 
and usually the snacks aren’t even for me!
Whenever I take clients out to view
properties, I make sure to have nuts or
healthy treats for my buyers to nosh on.
House-hunting is hard work and I don’t
want anyone to miss the home of their
dreams because their blood sugar is low!

■ MY FAVORITE VACATION SPOT
Anywhere there is sun and sand! My
husband and I work hard and are always in
meetings or on the road. So when our
family goes on holiday, we make sure we
relax hard, too.

■ THE LAST BOOK I READ
I used to read grownup books, I swear! But
thanks to a wonderful new addition in my
life named Hailey Grace, I mostly read
board books with rhyming words. Dr. Seuss
and Sandra Boynton’s Barnyard Dance! are
my current favorites.

Hadar Guibara
Sereno Group

Call Hadar for a one-on-one meeting at
650.740.6295

258 High Street, Palo Alto  
hadar@serenogroup.com 
www.silicon-valley-realestate.com
CalBRE #01881561
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About Hadar Guibara
As a born and bred Peninsula native and an involved community member, I was delighted to join my real estate career
with Sereno Group. In an effort to support our area, Sereno’s 1% for Good program means that a portion of our
compensation goes to a different, local non-profit each quarter that is making a positive difference in the towns we
serve. I also enjoy contributing columns about the local real estate market to papers, including Mountain View Voice, 
Palo Alto Weekly, and Almanac. And, finally, I’m honored to be a member of Gentry’s $20 Million Club for the second
time in a row! It has been a great year!


